The University of California Library Technology Advisory Group (LTAG) is a leadership forum for information technology infrastructure and support within and among libraries.

General goals and objectives for LTAG include:

1. Serve as technical advisors to SOPAG by participating on SOPAG and CDL project teams, and completing specific SOPAG assignments. At the request of SOPAG, develop and implement collaborative projects that apply technology for the benefit of the UC System.

2. Serve as technical advisors on digital library projects with multiple campus participation.

3. Produce initial "digital library projects" inventory snapshot.

4. Generate proposals and recommendations for SOPAG consideration by identifying information areas and competencies needed in libraries to implement emerging technologies.

5. Serve as campus contact points for library technical projects that require systemwide coordination.

6. Serve as technical liaisons to CDC, HOPS, HOTS, LPL, and RSC.

7. Serve as campus technical liaisons to the shared resources programs as necessary.

8. Serve as inter-campus library technical coordinators when appropriate.

9. Maintain the LTAG web pages located on the SOPAG website.